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[57] ABSTRACT

This disclosure describes a radiometric measuring
system for observing solar activity, atmospheric at-
tenuation and atmospheric emission. Two highly
directional microwave antennas are mounted side-by-
side on an equatorial mount which tracks the sun. One
antenna is aimed directly at the sun to provide a sun
temperature and the other antenna is aimed at a slight
angle to the sun antenna to provide a sky temperature
reference. Signals from the two antennas are com-
pared in a radiometric detecting system and provide
information concerning solar activity and atmospheric
attenuation and emission.

4 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING tract out atmospheric sky temperature effects to leave
SOLAR ACTIVITY AND ATMOSPHERIC attenuation of the sun by the atmosphere.

RADIATION EFFECTS In the mechanical deflection system, however, limita-

ORIGIN OF THF INVENTION tiOI1S "" imPOSed by tne rate at which the antenna SXS-OKIUIN OF THE INVENTION 5 tem can be cyc,ed between ̂  two directions to obtain

The invention described herein was made by employ- separate measurements of sun temperature and the sky
ees of the United States Government and may be man- noise temperature. Those limitations impede observa-
ufactured and used by or for the Government for gov- tion of critical radiation characteristics at the onset of
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- a solar flare even where the antenna is cycled over a pe-
ties thereon or therefor. 10 riod of only a few seconds.

BACKGROUND OF THF INVFNTION Another type of system is described by the present
^ BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION inventors in their article entitled "Relative Flux Densi-

1. Field of the Invention ties of Radio Sources at a Frequency of 8 GHz" in THE
This invention relates to the field of astrophysics. ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL, Vol. 149, p. 711, Sep-

More particularly, the invention relates to techniques 15 tember, 1967. This system employs the same principles
and instruments employed in astrophysics for measur- as the mechanical cycling antenna system. The two
ing solar activity and atmospheric attenuation and temperatures from separate observations are obtained
emission by means of microwave radiometers. It is by electronically switching between two antenna feeds
therefore a general object of the present invention to equally spaced above the bore axis of a parabolic an-
provide novel and improved methods and apparatus of tenna. While the cyclic rate can be substantially in-
such character. creased to detect rapidly varying radiation characteris-

2. Description of the Prior Art tics, such as those occurring at the onset of a solar flare,
In recent years there has been increased interest in other disadvantages are attendant with the switching

studying the characteristics of both solar activity and systems and isolation between the feeds. The selection
the attenuation and radiation characteristics of the at- and adjustment of the angle between the two observing
mosphere at millimeter wavelengths. Though the deter- directions (sun and sky) is not allowed by the paired
mination of both solar and earth's atmospheric radia- feeds in the focal plane of the parabolic antenna. In ad-
tion characteristics at millimeter wavelengths might ap- dition, the antenna system must have a low noise char-
pear to involve quite dissimilar measurement objec- 30 acteristic. This is not possible due to aperture blockage
tives, the techniques commonly applied to both pur- associated with the use of multiple feed systems em-
suits have a common denominator in the form of mi- ploying paired feeds,
crowave and millimeter radiometric sensors. It is accordingly an object of the-present invention to

For measurements of both solar radiation and earth's provide methods and apparatus for utilizing radibmet-
atmospheric attenuation the instrument usually em- 35 ric instruments to measure solar activity and atmo-
ployed is a radio telescope. Radio telescopes are highly spheric attenuation and emission,
directional antennas which are pointed at an object or It is a further object of the present invention to dis-
region in space to be observed. These antennas detect close a microwave instrument which can measure solar
microwave energy emitted by the observed body and activity and atmospheric attenuation and emission
power generated by the detected energy can be related 40 without compromising the performance of the radio-
to the temperature of the body being observed. The metric instrument.
measurement of solar characteristics and earth's atmo- It is still a further object of the present invention to
spheric radiation effects can thus be performed by em- disclose a microwave solar activity measuring system
ploying microwave antennas that operate in the milli- which is flexible in the selection and adjustment of the
meter range of wavelengths. 45 angle between two observing directions.

If an antenna is pointed directly at the sun to observe It is still a further object of the present invention to
its activity, the received radiation includes, not only the disclose a solar activity measuring system that can be
sun activity, but also the contaminating effects of sequenced between two observing directions in a pe-
earth's atmospheric attenuation and radiation. Varia- riod of time which is short in comparison to the time for
tions in the detected temperatures may result from ei- 50 significant signal events.
ther solar activity or variations in the earth's atmo- It is still a further object of the present invention to
spheric effects. In order to intelligently observe solar disclose a dual microwave antenna system that can be •
activity alone, it is necessary to compensate for, or sub- rapidly switched between two observing directions
tract the atmospheric effects from the measured data. without introducing contaminating effects of aperture

Several methods for separating atmospheric effects blockage associated with multiple feed systems,
from the solar activity measurements have been em- It is still a further object of the present invention to
ployed in the past. Systems providing these results have disclose a microwave system which allows simple oper-

,> employed a single beam antenna which is mechanically ation and data analysis.
moved between the sun and a reference direction in a ,„ „.,.,., » „,, ^- ^.,,^ .*,,,^*,~.,^^,
short period of time compared with the anticipated 60 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

.v time for significant signal events from the sun. The an- The foregoing and other objects of the present inven-
tenna is first pointed at the sun to pick up solar activity tion are achieved by a novel and improved technique
signals and then is pointed in a reference direction and measurement system for detecting solar activity
away from the sun to measure sky temperature. By ,, and atmospheric attenuation and emission. The inven-
pointing the antenna beam alternately toward and then tion encompasses both the apparatus employed and the
away from the sun one is able to obtain two pieces of various methods in which the apparatus is operated to
information which when appropriately combined sub- accomplish different measurement functions.
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In accordance with the present invention two micro- FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the radiometric measur-
wave antennas, or radio telescopes, are supported on ing system.
an equatorial, or polar, stand which is driven in the FIG. 3 depicts the logarithmic traces produced by the
hour angle coordinate by means of a synchronous measurement system on the dual channel recorder,
clock. One of the antennas, hereinafter referred to as 5 FIG. 4 depicts the linear traces produced by the mea-
the sun antenna, is aimed directly at the sun. The drive surement system on the dual channel recorder,
mechanism for the mount causes the sun antenna to
track the sun. The other antenna, hereinafter referred DESCR1PTpMRrm ZfpE £REFERRED

to as the sky antenna, is aimed at the sky along an axis EMBODIMENTS
which deviates from the boresight axis of the sun an- 10 With reference to FIG. 1, two microwave antennas,
tenna by a small amount. The amount of deviation be- 10 and 12, or radio telescopes are shown supported
tween the boresight directions of the two antennas is side-by-side on a polar, or equatorial, mount generally
just adequate to assure that the sidelobe contribution designated 14. The mount 14 includes a yoke 16 which
of the sun in the sky antenna is at least 5 db below the is rotated about the hour axis 18 by a drive motor 20.
dynamic range of atmospheric attenuation measure- 15 The drive motor 20 is controlled by a synchronous
ment capability. Aside from the slightly different bore- clock (not shown) which causes the yoke 16 and the
sight directions, the two antennas are substantially two antennas 10 and 12 mounted on the yoke to rotate
identical and have highly directional sensitivity. _ in synchronism with the rotation of the earth about its

The remainder of the radiometric system of the pres- polar axis. The hour axis 18 is slanted at an angle to the
ent invention is composed of apparatus for detecting 20 local horizontal so that it is parallel to the polar axis of
and processing the signals sensed by the antennas. In the earth. The antenna 12 is the sun antenna and,
this respect, while it is understood that the antennas de- therefore, is pointed toward the sun. The rotation of
tect microwave energy, the signals processed by the the yoke 16 about the hour axis 18 by means of the syn-
system are referred to as temperatures because of the chronously controlled motor 20 causes the sun antenna
relationship between the microwave energy from the 25 12 to track the sun from sunrise to sunset. Adjustments
observed body and the characteristic temperature of of the two antennas 10 and 12 about the declination
the body. axis 22 are necessary throughout the year due to the

The detection circuitry of the radiometer first re- seasonal variations in the sun's path across the sky. It
ceives the radio frequency temperature signals from may also be desirable to account for the diurnal devia-
the antennas through a modulator driven by a refer- 30 tions of the sun about the declination axis by boresight-
ence generator. The temperature difference signals are ing the antennas half-way between the respective decli-
processed through a linear channel and a logarithmic nation angles at sunrise and sunset. In this manner, the
channel. A permanent record of the output of each sun will be located as nearly as possible in the field of
channel is then made by means of a dual channel strip- view of the sun antenna 12 for a greater portion of the
chart recorder or a magnetic tape recorder. 35 ^ay and will be centered within the field of view at the

In the logarithmic channel, the temperature signals zenith. The diurnal deviations in the hour azimuth are
are processed through a logarithmic video amplifier. In generally smaller and less significant. Therefore, the
order to produce a readily usable output, the recorded difficulty of modulating the synchronous drive can be
signal represents the solar activity and atmospheric at- avoided without greatly sacrificing the accuracy of the
tenuation and emission characteristics in decibels. The 40 measurements.
calibration of the logarithmic channel is selected so While the sun antenna 12 is pointed directly at the
that the 0 db level corresponds to the quiet sun temper- sun, the sky antenna 10, which provides the sky refer-
ature in the absence of atmospheric attenuation. With ence temperature is aimed at a slight angle to the bore
this reference, steady state signals at minus values on axis of the sun antenna 12. The deviation between the
the recorder represent atmospheric emission and atten- two boresight directions of the antennas 10 and 12
uation and fluctuations above the steady state readings must be sufficient to assure that the sidelobe contribu-
indicate solar activity, such as solar flares. tion of the sun in the sky antenna 10 is at least 5 db

The linear channel amplifies the temperature differ- below the dynamic range of atmospheric attenuation
ence signals and consequently provides measurements measurement capability. Since the sky antenna 10 is
of small changes in solar radiation characteristics on intended to provide a sky temperature reference and is
clear days. The linear measurement is also useful in in- supposed to correspond exactly with the sky noise de-
dicating high values of atmospheric attenuation which tected by the sun antenna 12, the deviation of the bore-
may exceed the logarithmic scale. In an absolute tern- sight directions of the two antennas should be made as
perature mode, the linear amplifier is used to make sky small as possible to minimize the effect of sky tempera-
temperature measurements at night. ture gradients, particularly gradients which are sensed

The measuring system also includes its own calibra- by the dual antenna system near sunrise and sunset. In
tion equipment for calibrating the logarithmic and lin- general, the deviation angle of the two antennas is in
ear channels. . the hour azimuth at higher latitudes. For observation

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 60

The novel radiometric measuring system of the pres- priate. For latitudes near the equator, the declination
ent invention and its various objects and advantages angle separation provides almost equivalent elevation
may be better understood by reference to the following angles for the two antennas at sunrise and sunset. In ad-
drawings in which like elements are given like numerals &J dition, the high elevation angle of the sun at local me-
throughout the several figures. ridian crossing is less susceptible to differential path

FIG. 1 is a view of the dual antenna system supported links through the atmosphere. At the higher latitudes,
on an equatorial mount. the effect of these considerations is reversed.
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FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting the signal pro- measurements by sky noise fluctuation level. With
cessing components of the radiometric measurement present day mixer preamplifiers, a sensitivity of 0.25°K
system of the disclosed embodiment of the present in- rms can easily be achieved with a post detection inte-
vention. It is a principal function of the signal process- gration time constant of approximately one second,
ing components in one mode of operation to subtract 5 in order to produce meaningful and readily usable
the sky temperature as measured by antenna 10 from output data at the dual channel recorder 50, the system
the sun temperature as sensed by antenna 12 and then must be calibrated for the different modes of operation.

. compare the resulting difference temperature with a Accordingly, the radiometer includes several different
reference representing the sun temperature in a quiet calibrating devices for setting the balance and gain of
state in the absence of atmospheric attenuation. The 10 the logarithmic and linear video channels,
generally steady state deviation of the resulting mea- In order to correct for any difference in the transmis-
surement from the reference is an indication of the - sion line losses from the two antennas, a reference tem-
amount of atmospheric attenuation. Any fluctuations perature load 52 is connected to each of the transmis-
from the steady state value are a measure of solar activ- sion lines by means of switches 32 and 36 respectively,
ity such as that caused by a solar flare. IS The reference temperature load 52 is formed by dual

It is also possible to operate the measurement system resistive loads in a common temperature controlled en-
in an absolute temperature mode in which the absolute vironmental chamber. With the transmission lines con-
sky temperature can be measured. nected by the switches 32 and 36 to the load 52, anten-

To these ends, the temperature signals, which are in nas 10 and 12 are disconnected. The detecting circuitry
fact radio frequency waves picked up by the two anten- 20 is turned on and the gains of the linear video channel
nas, are transmitted through identical rf transmission are adjusted and balanced to set the output of the linear
line paths to a ferrite modulator 30. The sun tempera- channel at the zero signal level on the stripchart re-
ture signal plus sky noise temperature from antenna 12 corder. When the linear channel has been balanced,
are transmitted through a waveguide switch 32 and a the zero level on the linear scale will correspond to zero
coupler 34 before it reaches the modulator 30. In a sim- 25 atmospheric attenuation. At higher attenuations rang-
ilar manner, the sky reference temperature from an- ing upwardly towards infinity, the logarithmic channel
tenna 10 is transmitted through an identical path in- goes off scale and the linear channel may be referred
eluding waveguide switch 36 and coupler 38. It is im- to. The linear channel may also provide measurements
portant that the rf transmission line losses and the cor- of small changes in solar radiation characteristics on
responding noise radiation contributions be as similar 30 clear days. Major solar flares, which on occasion pro-
as possible in the two paths between the antennas and vide a five- or possibly tenfold increase in solar flux in-
the modulator 30. tensity relative to the quiet sun level, are measured on

Prior to considering a detailed description of the rf the log scale because the linear channel will be driven
circuitry portion of FIG. 1 it is well to consider the con- off scale.
ventional operational aspects of the signal processing " The logarithmic channel, therefore, has the principal
receiver circuitry. An rf modulator 30 at the receiver function of presenting information concerning large
input 41 acts as a single-pole, double throw switch. The scale solar activity such as that occasioned by major
modulator 30 provides an amplitude modulated noise solar flares. Since the recorded signal from the logarith-
signal input to the radiometer which is proportional to mic amplifier 51 is in decibels it is necessary to balance
the temperature difference between the noise powers the logarithmic channel for a zero reading at a selected
presented to the input port 29 and comparison port 28 reference level. The reference level for measuring solar
of the modulator. The modulation component is ampli- activity and atmospheric attenuation is the quiet sun
fied at the rf frequency by an rf amplifier 42, detected temperature in the absence of atmospheric attenuation,
by an envelope detector 43 and is then further ampli- This reference is obtained by connecting each of the rf
fied by a narrow band linear video amplifier 44 at the transmission lines through waveguide switches 32 and
modulation frequency. The signal is then synchro- 36 to the temperature reference 52. The noise genera-
nously detected by means of a reference generator 40 tor 58 in one embodiment is a gas discharge noise gen-
and a synchronous phase detector 45 to provide to an erator and the signal produced by the generator is fed
indicator unit 47 and dual channel strip chart recorder through an attenuator 60 to coupler 38. The adjust-
50 a DC voltage proportional to the input temperature ment of the attenuator 60 requires the accumulation of
difference at the modulator ports 28 and 29. The aver- considerable observational data, particularly under
age value of the amplitude modulated signal from the clear weather conditions, in order to arrive at the de-
synchronous detector 45 is extracted by the DC ampli- sired operational value that represents sun temperature
fier and integrator 46. Square law detector response is in a quiescent state in the absence of atmospheric inter-
assured by maintaining a relatively low noise power sig- ference or noise. With balanced temperature signals
nal level relative to the receiver noise level. The output derived from the temperature reference 52 being sup-
of the envelope detector 43 is then amplified by the plied through each of the switches 32 and 36 and with
logarithmic video operational amplifier 51 such that the calibrated quiescent sun temperature from noise
the output of the amplifier is the logarithm of the input. ,. generator 58 and attenuator 60 being added to the ref-
The signal is then fed through a synchronous detector erence temperature transmission line through coupler
53, and DC amplifier and integrator 55 and is displayed 38 the logarithmic video amplifier 51 can be adjusted
by an indicator unit 59 which reads in db logarithm*- to position the stylus of the stripchart recorder corre-
cally. These detecting portions of the logarithmic chan- spending to infinite attenuation and the stylus of the
nel are identical to the detecting portions of the linear 65 linear amplifier is adjusted to read full scale. All read-
channel, ings taken subsequent to this calibration are then refer-

The required radiometric sensitivity of the system is enced to the sun temperature in its quiescent state in
determined when making atmospheric attenuation the absence of atmospheric noise. This quiescent con-
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dition, therefore, is the 0-db level on the recorder. All It will therefore be seen that the radiometric system
atmospheric attenuation signals and major solar flare produces outputs in readily usable form for determin-
activity measurements are then made by the log video ing solar activity and atmospheric attenuation and
channel. emission effects. Further data analysis of the atmo-

The linear channel provides the rf zero or input bal- 5 spheric attenuation characteristics can easily be made
ance of the radiometer. This channel allows measure- by magnetic tape recordings of the analog signals or by
ments of atmospheric emission and allows full scale cal- tape recording responses of threshold detectors preset
ibration. at specific db levels. A time channel may advanta-

The operation of the radiometric measuring system geously be employed to introduce data and hour infor-
in the mode for recording solar activity and atmo- 10 mation. The elevation angle at the time of observation
spheric attenuation is accomplished relatively easily. can easily be introduced in a computer analysis pro-
The antenna mount is positioned in hour angle and dec- gram by means of solar ephemeral data for position co-
lination angle to provide a maximum response from the ordinates of the observing site.
sun antenna 12. The mount is then placed in an auto- while the invention has been described in particular
matic synchronous drive mode in the hour angle coor- 15 embodiments, it will be understood that various modifi-
dinate for automatic tracking of the sun from sunrise to cations and substitutions can be made to the disclosed
sunset. The recorder produces a trace proportional to system without departing from the spirit of the inven-
the signal from each channel. The scale in the logarith- tion- II may be desirable to duplicate the antenna sys-
mic channel would extend between +10db and -30 db. tems so that more than one frequency of observation
The positive portion of the scale is sufficient to mea- 20 can be used simultaneously. This may be accomplished
sure major solar flares which could drive the linear either by addin8 a second set of anten«as for the new
channel off scale. The 0 db to -30 db portion of the log frequency to the present mount or by providing a sepa-
video scale is used primarily for the measurement of at- rate mount for the other set of antennas-
mospheric attenuation. „ In "electing the antennas, important considerations

FIG. 3 depicts a typical trace produced by the loga- 25 are the sidelobe level and particularly the backlobepat-
rithmic channel. It will be noted that the logarithmic tern which ""ercepts the earth terrain. The backlobe
trace is measured in db and the steady state valve of the resP°nse may act as a vana^le component at the radi-
trace lies somewhat below the 0-db level. The differ- ometer outPut and sho"ld be compensated for to ob-
ence between the 0-db level and the steady state value 30

 tam ac
K

curate read'n*>- ™e amPhtude of the J~J °be

... . . . u • »» »• contribution would be determined by the backloberepresents the amount of atmospheric attenuation pres- _ . ,. . . ,. . .. ' , .^ . . . , J^L u • power pattern and the spacial distribution of terrainent at the time the trace was made. The perturbations F . . " , , .. F. , ... .„ , .... .. . . . . . . v . .. .. emissivity as the function of the look angle of the an-above the steady state value represent solar activity .-' ... . , f. , . . ., • , ~ . j. . tenna. If a parabolic antenna is used, a cylindrical tun-
such as major solar flares detected by the sun tempera- ne, extendm b d the foca, ,ane ig / jred to re.
ture antenna 12 It will be understood that had there 35 duce the le*e, ^ backlobe contributions associated
been no atmosphenc attenuation or sky emission tern- wjth ^ jme n illover near the H of the re.
perature, in other words very clear weather and sky, flector
the steady state value would closely approximate the ,t jg also contemplated that the design of the antenna

0-db level and the solar activity would be represented shou,d minimize the effect of precipitation on the re-
by perturbations above the 0-db level. Accordingly, the 40 flecti surfaces and the feed element The use of cor.
0-db level does not represent the maximum sun tern- nucopia Qr fo,ded horn antennas for the most part elim.
perature but instead the temperature of the sun in a inates precipitatior, effects. A small splashplate located
quiescent state in the absence of atmospheric effects. directly behind the feed is also very effective in divert-

FIG. 4 represents a trace produced by the linear ing water droplets away from the feed system even
video channel when there is very little solar activity. 45 undef the most adverse conditions of heavy rainfall.
The zero reference is calibrated from a noise source It wi« thus be understood that the radiometric system
which has a noise temperature close to absolute zero can measure both solar activity and atmospheric atten-
and the full scale value is approximately 1,200°K for uation and emission without compromising the perfor-
the quiescent sun temperature. Since major solar activ- mance of the radiometric instrument. By the use of two
ity may be five or ten times greater than the signal level 50 separate antennas having slightly different look angles,
in the quiescent state, the linear channel may be driven greater flexibility in selecting and adjusting the angle
off scale if such activities are recorded. However, for between the two observing directions is provided,
small changes in solar radiation on clear days the linear There is also greater opportunity to use a variety of low
channel can be employed. noise antennas without introducing the contaminating

The radiometric measuring system can also be oper- 55 effects of aperture blockage associated with multiple
ated in an absolute temperature mode. In this mode it feed systems. In addition, the instrument may be used
is possible to measure sky temperature at night with the in microwave or millimeter wavelengths and is not fre-
transmission line of the sun antenna 12 connected quency dependent,
through switch 32 to antenna 12. It is necessary to in- What is claimed is:
troduce a calibrated noise when the system is employed 1. Apparatus for measuring solar activity and atmo-
in the absolute temperature mode. This noise is pro- spheric radiation effects from electromagnetic radia-
duced by noise generator 54 and is introduced through tion comprising:
attenuator 56 into the rf transmission line at coupler a movable sun temperature antenna directionally
34. For a more detailed explanation of an absolute ,. sensitive to electromagnetic radiation and having a
power measurement system, reference can be made to known axis of radiation sensitivity;
U. S. Pat. application No. 686,248 filed November, 28, a sky temperature antenna directionally sensitive to
1967. electromagnetic radiation, mounted adjacent to
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the sun temperature antenna and coupled with the
sun antenna for tracking the sun therewith, the sky
temperature antenna having an axis of radiation
sensitivity positioned at a selected angle to the
known axis of the sun antenna; 5

comparison means connected to the sun temperature
antenna and the sky temperature antenna for de-
termining the difference in the electromagnetic ra-
diation temperature signals sensed by the two an-
tennas; and 10

detecting means connected with the comparison
means for indicating the difference in the electro-
magnetic radiation temperature signals, said de-
tecting means including calibration means com-
prising means for generating a signal corresponding 15
to a known reference and means for generating a
signal corresponding to a known sun temperature.

2. The measuring apparatus of claim 1 wherein
the two antennas are microwave antennas including

radio frequency transmission lines connected to 20
the respective antennas for transmitting the radio
frequency temperature signals sensed by the anten-
nas;

said calibration means being connected to each of
the radio frequency transmission lines for balanc- 25
ing the measuring apparatus, and including
switches in each transmission line, said known ref-
erence signal generating means comprising a com-
mon reference temperature signal source con-
nected through the switches to each of the trans- 30
mission lines and said known sun temperature sig-
nal generating means comprising a calibrated refer-
ence providing a temperature signal equal to quies-

cent sun temperature in the absence of atmo-
spheric attenuation.

3. The method of measuring solar activity and atmo-
spheric radiation effects comprising:

sensing a sun temperature by means of electromag-
netic radiation along a first observation direction
toward the sun;

simultaneously sensing a sky reference temperature
by means of electromagnetic radiation along a sec-
ond observation direction toward the sky, the first
and second observation directions having angular
separation such that the angle between the obser-
vational directions provides substantially the same
electromagnetic contributions from the sky in each
direction and a limited electromagnetic radiation
contribution from the sun in the second observa-
tional direction; and the sensing along the first and
second observational axes is performed continu-
ously while the first observational axis is tracking
the sun; and

comparing the two temperature signals to determine
the difference in the sensed temperature signals;
and

using calibration means to reference the difference in
the sensed temperature signals to a known refer-
ence level and a known sun temperature.

4. The measuring method of claim 3 wherein:
the recording of the difference in the sensed temper-

ature signals references the known reference level
and the difference to the sun temperature in the
quiescent state in the absence of atmospheric at-
tenuation.

* * * * *
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